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Abstract
Objective-Normal electrocardiographic
recordings were analysed to establish the
influence of measurement of different
numbers of electrocardiographic leads
on the results of different formulas
expressing QT dispersion and the effects
of adjustment of QT dispersion obtained
from a subset of an electrocardiogram to
approximate to the true QT dispersion
obtained from a complete electrocardio-
gram.
Subjects and methods-Resting 12 lead
electrocardiograms of 27 healthy people
were investigated. In each lead, the QT
interval was measured with a digitising
board and QT dispersion was evaluated
by three formulas: (A) the difference
between the longest and the shortest QT
interval among all leads; (B) the differ-
ence between the second longest and the
second shortest QT interval; (C) SD of
QT intervals in different leads. For each
formula, the "true" dispersion was
assessed from all measurable leads and
then different combinations ofleads were
omitted. The mean relative differences
between the QT dispersion with a given
number of omitted leads and the "true"
QT dispersion (mean relative errors) and
the coefficients of variance of the results
ofQT dispersion obtained when omitting
combinations of leads were compared for
the different formulas. The procedure
was repeated with an adjustment of each
formula dividing its results by the square
root of the number of measured leads.
The same approach was used for the
measurement of QT dispersion from the
chest leads including a fourth formula
(D) the SD of interlead differences
weighted according to the distances
between leads. For different formulas,
the mean relative errors caused by omit-
ting individual electrocardiographic
leads were also assessed and the impor-
tance of individual leads for correct
measurement of QT dispersion was
investigated.
Results-The study found important dif-
ferences between different formulas for
assessment ofQT dispersion with respect
to compensation for missing measure-
ments of QT interval. The standard

max-min formula (A) performed poorly
(mean relative errors of 6*1% to 18*5%
for missing one to four leads) but was
appropriately adjusted with the factor of
1.IVn (n = number of measured leads). In
a population of healthy people such an
adjustment removed the systematic bias
introduced by missing leads of the 12
lead electrocardiogram and significantly
reduced the mean relative errors caused
by the omission of several leads. The
unadjusted SD was the optimum formula
(C) for the analysis of 12 lead electrocar-
diograms, and the weighted standard
deviation (D) was the optimum for the
analysis of six lead chest electrocardio-
grams. The coefficients of variance of
measurements ofQT dispersion with dif-
ferent missing leads were very large
(about 3 to 7 for one to four missing
leads). Independently of the formula for
measurement ofQT dispersion, omission
of different leads produced substantially
different relative errors. In 12 lead elec-
trocardiograms the largest relative
errors (>10%) were caused by omitting
lead aVL or lead VI.
Conclusions-Because of the large coeffi-
cients of variance, the concept of adjust-
ing the QT dispersion for different
numbers of electrocardiographic leads
used in its assessment is difficult if not
impossible to fulfil. Thus it is likely to be
more appropriate to assess QT disper-
sion from standardised constant sets of
electrocardiographic leads.

(Br Heart 7 1994;72:390-396)

Different electrophysiological mechanisms are
likely to contribute to arrhythmogenesis and
to the pathophysiology of sudden cardiac
death. As our understanding of these mecha-
nisms increases, new methods for their assess-
ment are solicited.

Recently, several groups have studied the
possibility of assessing the dispersion of dura-
tion of QT interval from the standard 12 lead
electrocardiogram."A The concept of mea-
surement of QT dispersion is based on the
idea that increased differences in durations of
QT intervals in individual electrocardio-
graphic leads reflect, among other things,
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increased inhomogeneity in myocardial repolar-
isation, which is an arrhythmogenic factor.5 6

Although this concept is attractive, several
technical factors complicate the measurement
of QT dispersion. The definition of the end
of the T wave varies from study to study,
especially in cases with pronounced U waves.' 7
Similarly, an optimum formula for expressing
the QT dispersion has not been established,
and different formulas have been selected
empirically and applied in different clinical
settings. The differences between the analysis
of the truly simultaneous 12 lead electrocar-
diogram and the more common sequential
records of groups of electrocardiographic
leads have been acknowledged but not prop-
erly investigated.
One of the main technical limitations is the

necessity of analysing different numbers of
electrocardiographic leads in different record-
ings. Often, the end of the T wave is not
clearly distinguishable in one or more of the
12 leads. Less often, recording noise or the
presence of ventricular extrasystoles exclude a
certain lead from measurement of QT inter-
val. Thus some form of adjustment of the
measures of QT dispersion for the number of
analysed leads has been proposed,2 although
the possibilities for such an adjustment have
not been systematically investigated.

This study analysed a set of electrocardio-
graphic recordings taken from healthy volun-
teers to establish the influence of different
numbers of measured electrocardiographic
leads on the results provided by different
formulas expressing QT dispersion and the
optimum adjustment of QT dispersion
obtained from a subset of an electrocardio-
gram to approximate to the true QT disper-
sion obtained from a complete electro-
cardiogram. The study was a technical and
methodological attempt to form a systematic
basis for the adjustment of measurement of
QT dispersion for different numbers of
analysed electrocardiographic leads.

Subjects and methods
SUBJECT POPULATION AND RECORDINGS
The initial population of the study consisted
of 28 healthy volunteers (18 men, mean
(range) age 31 (22-39) years). None of the
subjects had any cardiovascular symptoms
and clinical examinations for all were normal.

Within a period of one month, four stan-
dard 12 lead electrocardiograms were made
from each subject with a Hewlett-Packard
Page Writer II recorder, model 4745. The
recorder was set at 25 mm/s paper speed.
Each recording was subsequently analysed by
two medically qualified observers who oper-
ated independently. Of each set of four elec-
trocardiograms, one record with the highest
number of leads with a measurable T wave
pattern was selected (judged by a retrospec-
tive agreement between both observers). In
16 subjects, an electrocardiogram with a clear
T wave pattern in all 12 leads was obtained;
in 11 subjects, an electrocardiogram with a
clear T wave in 11 leads was taken. In the

remaining subject, fewer than 11 leads had a
clear T wave in all four recordings and this
subject was excluded from the study. Of the
27 subjects included in the study, 25 had a
clear T wave pattern present in all six chest
leads (V1-V6).

In each recording, QT intervals were mea-
sured in each lead from the onset of the QRS
complex to the end of the T wave. In the
presence of a U wave, the QT interval was
measured to the nadir between T and U
waves. A Telepad PC digitiser model 554
1121 with a resolution of 0-1 mm was used
for the measurement. Two measurements of
the QT interval were taken from each mea-
surable lead of each electrocardiogram by
both observers and were subsequently aver-
aged and used in the study as the correct
value of that particular lead.

METHODS OF MEASUREMENT OF QT
DISPERSION
The analysis of QT dispersion was performed
on the complete 12 lead electrocardiograms
as well as selectively on six lead electrocardio-
grams consisting only of the chest leads. The
population of 25 subjects having a complete
set of data of QT intervals in the precordial
leads was used for this purpose.
On the complete 12 lead electrocardio-

grams, three different formulas were used
that expressed the dispersion numerically:

(A) the difference max-min between the
longest (max) and shortest (min) QT interval
among all measured leads;

(B) the difference max'-min' between the
second longest (max') and second shortest
(min') QT interval among all measured leads,

(C) the SD of the durations of QT inter-
vals in all measured leads.
The same formulas were used for the

analysis of the chest leads but a fourth
method was also used that weighted the
interlead differences by the distances between
the leads (for example a difference between
the QT interval in V5 and V6 contributed to
the resulting measure of QT dispersion more
than did the same difference between VI and
V6). Specifically, the formula used was:

(D) , li-jI 1
where QTi was the duration of the QT inter-
val in the lead Vi.
Thus methods (A), (B), and (C) were

applied to 12 lead electrocardiograms,
whereas methods (A), (B), (C), and (D) were
applied to six lead precordial electrocardio-
grams.

STABILITY OF THE METHODS
The stability of different methods when used
to assess QT dispersion from a different num-
ber of electrocardiographic leads was investi-
gated by omitting various leads from the
assessment. A true value (Do) of QT disper-
sion was obtained from each 12 lead and six
lead electrocardiogram based on the complete
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set of available leads. Then, the measurement
was repeated for all combinations of leads in
which one lead, two leads, three leads, etc,
were missing. From all combinations of leads
in which the same number m of leads were
missing, the mean value Dm of the coefficient
of variance Vm (SD/mean) of the QT disper-
sion measurements were computed. In more
detail: in electrocardiograms with all 12 mea-
surable leads, Do was the value of QT disper-
sion taken from all leads. Then, 12 values of
QT dispersion were obtained from sets of 11
leads in which the leads I, II, III, aVR, aVL,
etc, were missing; D, was the mean of these
12 values and V, was their SDID,. Similarly,
66 values of QT dispersion were obtained
from sets of 10 leads in which different com-
binations of two leads were missing; and D2
was the mean and V2 was the coefficient of
variance of these values. In the same way, D3
and V3 were obtained from 220 values of QT
dispersion with combinations of three leads
missing; D4 and V4 from 495 values of QT
dispersion with combinations of four leads
missing, etc.

Further, the difference between the mean
Dm and the true measurement Do was
expressed as the relative error (Em) of the
standard measurement where Em =
(DM-D0)/D,. The measurement of QT dis-
persion in 12 lead electrocardiograms was
performed for all combinations of one to six
leads missing, whereas the measurement in
six lead chest electrocardiograms was
repeated for all combinations with one and
two leads missing.
As well as the basic formulas, adjusted for-

mulas were used in which the result from the
basic formula was divided by the square root
of the number (Vi/n) of electrocardiographic
leads used in the measurement.2 In the text,
these adjustments of the basic formulas (A),
(B), (C), and (D) are denoted as (a), (b), (c),
and (d),

Table 1 Descriptive statistics of unadjusted electrocardiographic QT interval dispersion
(ms) in the normal population of the study evaluated by different fornulas

12 lead 6 lead precordial

(A) (B) (C) (A) (B) (C) (D)
Mean (SD)46-2 (20.8) 24-8 (10-3) 12-7 (5 4) 34-9 (21-1) 11-0 (4 8) 11 9 (7-0) 17-2 (10-0)
Minimum 17-9 11-3 5-1 14-0 2-0 4-6 6-5
Maximum 87-8 60-0 24-3 82-0 24-0 27-1 37-8

Table 2 Pearson's correlation coefficients between unadjusted individual
electrocardiographic measures of QT dispersion (n = 25) evaluated by differentformulas

12 lead 6 lead precordial

(A) (B) (C) (A) (B) (C) (D)

12 Lead
(A) 1-000
(B) 0-571 1-000
(C) 0 977 0-696 1-000

6 Lead precordial
(A) 0-758 0-398 0-739 1-000
(B) 0-381 0-461 0-391 0-252 1-000
(C) 0-762 0-413 0-749 0-995 0-298 1-000
(D) 0-762 0-427 0-748 0 993 0-318 0-995 1-000

IMPORTANCE OF INDIVIDUAL LEADS
The differences between the influence of
omitting different electrocardiographic leads
on the resulting value of QT dispersion were
investigated systematically for all leads. For
each lead L, the value of QT dispersion
assessed from all other leads-that is, with
the lead L missing-D1L was calculated and
its difference from the true dispersion Do was
expressed in terms of the relative error E1L =
(D1L- Do)/Do. Similarly, the QT dispersion
D,LM assessed with two leads L andM missing
was obtained for all combinations of L andM
and its relative error E2'm =(D,LM- D0)/D, was
calculated.
The relative errors E1L and E,'L obtained

from the subjects of the study with different
unadjusted formulas for assessment of QT
dispersion were compared. In more detail,
the means (SD) of E1L and E'Lm were calcu-
lated for 12 lead electrocardiograms from
subjects in which both leads L and M were
measurable; the means (SD) of E1L were cal-
culated for six lead chest electrocardiograms
from all subjects with the complete QT inter-
val data from all precordial leads.

STATISTICS
The correspondence between results of QT
dispersion obtained by applying different for-
mulas to the 12 lead electrocardiograms and
to the six lead precordial electrocardiograms
was assessed by correlation coefficients. For
this purpose, only the subgroup of 25 patients
was used in whom both the 12 lead electro-
cardiograms and the six lead precordial elec-
trocardiograms were analysed. A paired
Wilcoxon sign rank test was used to test:
The differences between Do and Dm for the

same fornula and a different number of miss-
ing leads (m).
The differences between absolute values of

relative errors Em of different formulas used
with the same number of missing leads (m).
The differences between the coefficients of

variance Vm of different formulas used with
the same number of missing leads,
The differences between relative errors E1L

and E1M for the same formula and for differ-
ent combinations of missing individual leads
L and M. A P value <0 05 was considered to
be statistically significant.
A non-parametric rank test was used

because of the unknown distribution of QT
dispersion and its assessment errors. For the
relative errors of some formulas a one tail
rather than two tail test was more suitable.
Specifically, because of the principles of their
formulas, the results of (A) and (B) applied to
incomplete electrocardiograms were smaller
than the results obtained from complete elec-
trocardiograms.

Results
VALUES OF QT DISPERSION OBTAINED FROM
COMPLETE ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS
Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics of the
results of individual formulas applied to elec-
trocardiograms without artificially omitting
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any leads. Table 2 shows the correlation coef-
ficients between the results of individual for-
mulas. With the exception of (B), the
different formulas applied to the same elec-
trocardiograms provided very strongly corre-
lated results. The measurements of QT
dispersion in the 12 lead and corresponding
six lead precordial electrocardiograms also
showed reasonably high correlation-again
with the exception of the method (B).

COMPLETE 12 LEAD ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS
Figure 1 shows the results related to the com-
plete 12 lead electrocardiograms. Visually
(G)-that is, the SD of QT interval durations
in individual leads-was more stable than any
other of the tested formulas. Further, we
found that the adjustment factor 1/Vin (n =
number of measured leads) substantially
improved the stability of methods (A) and (B)
by reducing their relative errors. On the con-
trary, this adjustment factor was inappropri-
ately strong for method (C). The relative
errors of the overadju
those of (C) (fig 2).

It can be also see
much less stable than
formulas resulted in
applied to data with
(A), (B), (C), and
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Figure 2 Performance of the adjustmentfactor 1/V>n
(n = number analysed leads) on methods (A) and (C)
used with 12 lead electrocardiograms. Note the parabolic
shape of the curve of relative errors of (A), this relation
leads to the improvementfrom (A) to (a). On the
contrary, the relative errors of (C) are closer to zero and
the factor 1ilun leads to overadjustment. Even the method
(a) s, on average, slightly overadjusted (possibly, a factor
lIV/n might have been more appropriate to adjust the
method (A) in this set ofdata).

isted (c) were larger than smaller values whereas method (c) produced
larger values. Finally, we found surprisingly

:n in fig 1 that (B) was large values of the coefficient of variance.
i(A). Apart from (a), all Independent of the method used, even the
a systematic bias when omission of different singular leads resulted in
missing leads. Formulas values of QT dispersion, the SD of which was
(b) tended to produce almost three times higher than their mean.

The visual comparisons and findings (fig 1)
were confirmed by statistical analysis. For (a),
the means Dm (for m = 1 to 4) did not differ
significantly from D,; for all other formulas

E the bias was significant (P < 001). Table 3
shows the statistical differences between the
absolute values of relative errors E, of differ-

i0 # ent formulas applied to electrocardiograms
with two missing leads. Exactly the same
results were obtained for the comparison of
relative errors El and E3 (missing one and
three leads). The lowest (in absolute terms)
relative error E, was noted for (C) and the
second lowest for (a). The differences
between relative errors of these formulas were
not statistically significant but most of the
differences between other formulas were.

ft

0
As the adjustment factor lI/Vn does not

change the coefficient of variance, the same
ft8II~jj values of Vm were obtained for (A) and (a),

n. . (B) and (b), etc. The differences in the coeffi-
Ut.U cient of variance Vm were systematically sig-

nificant between (A) and (C) (P < 005).

ABCabc ABCabc ABCabc
2 3 4

Number of missing leads
Figure I (A) Mean relative errors of individual methods
of assessment of QT dispersion caused by omitting
combinations of one, two, three, andfour leads of the 12
lead electrocardiograms. (B) Mean absolute values ofsuch
relative errors, and (C) coefficients of variance of the
results of QT dispersion among all such combinations.
Values are mean (SD).

Table 3 Statistical comparisons of absolute values of
relative errors of QT dispersion measurement evaluated by
differentformulas and caused by two missing leads in 12
lead electrocardiograms

Formula (A) (B) (C) (a) (b) (c)

(A) 0-005
(B)
(C) 0-005 0-005 0-01 0 005

(a) 0-005 0-005 0 005
(b) 0-005 0-005 0 005
(c) 0-005

The table shows P values (Wilcoxon paired rank signed test)
of those cases in which the absolute values of the relative error
E, of the formula shown in the horizontal line were signifi-
candy smaller than the absolute values of the same error of
the formula shown in the vertical column-for example, the
errors of (A) were significantly smaller than the errors of (B).
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Figure 3 Results of
assessment ofQT
dispersion caused by
omitting combinations of
one and two leads from the
six chest lead
electrocardiograms. Values
are mean (SD)).
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SELECTIVE MEASUREMENT OF CHES
Figure 3 shows the results obtain
selective analyses of six chest el
graphic leads. Visually we found
relative errors Em with (D), whi
lowed by (a), and (C). The co
variance were even larger than fi
plete 12 lead electrocardiograms.
omitting systematically only on(
chest leads, the mean of V, values
ulation was >5. So when measur
persion from chest leads with
missing, the SD of six values of
sions assessed with missing Vi, V
was on average more than five
than their mean.

In the statistical evaluation, i

systematic bias with all formi
reducing the number of chest lea

(C), (a) and (b) tended to produce smaller
e values of QT dispersion whereas (D), (c) and

(d) produced larger values (all P < 0 01 for
both one and two leads missing). Table 4

s- o shows statistical comparisons of the absolute
values of relative errors EB. In these terms,
(D) was significantly better than any other
method whereas methods (B) and (d) were
significantly worse than any other method.
The statistical evaluation also confirmed

the visual finding that the coefficients of vari-
ance VIm of (A) and (C) were significantly

a111~ smaller that those of (B) and (D) (P < 0 01).

CONTRIBUTION OF INDIVIDUAL LEADS
Figure 4 shows the distribution of QT inter-
vals in individual electrocardiographic leads
on a relative scale from the shortest to the
longest QT interval. In the records from the

IX population in this study, the shortest QT
interval was most often found in leads aVL
and Vi, whereas the longest QT interval was
most often recorded in leads V2 and V3. It is
therefore not surprising that omission of one
or more of these leads had a larger impact on
the assessment of QT dispersion than omis-
sion of other leads. Table 5 shows the relative
errors E,' of assessment of QT dispersion
caused by omitting individual leads from
complete 12 lead electrocardiograms. Table 6

C D a b c d shows the same errors for omissions of indi-
2 vidual leads from six lead precordial electro-

leads cardiograms.
With 12 lead electrocardiograms, the

largest errors were found when omitting the
ST LEADS leads aVL or Vi, which were significantly
led with the greater (in absolute terms) for (A) and (C)
lectrocardio- than the errors caused by omitting any other
the smallest lead (P < 0-02-0 0003). Formula (B) was, in
ich was fol- general, more affected by omitting any indi-
tefficients of vidual leads than methods (A) and (C). With
or the com- six lead precordial electrocardiograms, the
Even when errors caused by omitting lead Vi were also

e of all six the largest but, especially with (B) and (D),
; in the pop- were comparable with the errors caused by
ing QT dis- omitting other chest leads.
i one lead Figure 5 shows the mean relative errors
QT disper- E2L,M of assessment of QT dispersion caused
2, up to V6 by omitting different combinations of two
times larger leads from complete 12 lead electrocardio-

grams. The differences between different
we found a combinations were even larger than when
ulas. When omitting single leads. For instance, with (A),
Ids (A), (B),

Table 4 Statistical comparisons of absolute values of relative errors ofQT dispersion
measurement evaluated by differentformulas caused by one missing lead in six lead chest
electrocardiograms
Formula (A) (B) (C) (D) (a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) 0 005 0-005 0 005
(B)
(C) 0-005 0-005 0 005 0 05
(D) 0-005 0-005 0-005 0-005 0 005 0 005 0 005

(a) 0-005 0-005 0005 0-025 0005
(b) 0 005 0-005
(c) 0-005 0-005 0005 0005
(d)

The table shows P values (Wilcoxon paired rank signed test) of those cases in which the absolute
values of the relative error E, of the formula shown in the horizontal line were significantly
smaller than the absolute values of the same error of the formula shown in the vertical colunmn-
for example, the errors of fonnula (A) were significantly smaller than the errors of formula (B).

I 11 III aVR aVL aVF Vl V2 V3 V4 V5 VE

Electrocardiographic leads
Figure 4 The QT interval of each lead of each recording
used in the study was expressed on a scalefrom the
minimum to the maximum QT interval of the same
electrocardiogram. Values are mean (SD))
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Table S Relative errors (%) of QT dispersion evaluated by differentformulas and caused
by omission ofdifferent individual leadsfrom complete 12 lead electrocardiograms

Missing (A) (B) (C)
lead mean (SD) mean (SD) mean (SD)

I -1 51 (5 36) -8-21 (12-67) 0 74 (605)
II -0-33 (0-91) -2-24 (5 69) 2-90 (1-96)
III -2-27 (10-67) -7-60 (13-55) -0-49 (10-62)
aVR -1-56 (4-62) -5-84 (13-04) 0-63 (6 62)
aVL -17-02 (20-19) -17-26 (11-28) -15-11 (16-76)
aVF -1-39 (7-11) -5-44 (12-43) 1-35 (6 25)
Vi - 15-79 (23 29) - 13-55 (12-95) - 13-49 (20-71)
V2 -4-86 (9 06) -6-41 (9-23) -2-09 (6 80)
V3 -3-71 (9 49) -5-71 (9 89) -0-48 (649)
V4 -1-05 (3-18) -1 91 (4 77) 2-12 (3-14)
V5 -0-27 (1-39) -2-41 (7 03) 2-67 (3-12)
V6 0 00 (0 00) - 1-12 (4-19) 3-01 (2 43)

Table 6 Mean (SD) relative errors (%) of QTdispersion evaluated by differentformulas
and caused by omission ofdifferent individual leadsfrom complete six lead precordial
electrocardiograms

Missing (A) (B) (C) (D)
lead mean (SD) mean (SD) mean (SD) mean (SD)

VI -37-52 (2902) -36-32 (28 83) -33-01 (29 79) -46-16 (39 08)
V2 -8-95 (13-24) -33-71 (28-10) -4-85 (13-95) - 18-42 (24 78)
V3 -4-85 (12-22) - 18-01 (25.55) 1-05 (13-32) 10-07 (27.57)
V4 -2-13 (6.35) -24-22 (28.55) 4-33 (5-83) 22-90 (15-94)
V5 - 1-89 (7 50) - 18-88 (29-15) 4-41 (7 73) 24-16 (19-22)
V6 -2-93 (6-68) -21 26 (23.94) 3-17 (8 05) 13-56 (14-66)

0-
),o

0)

Missing leads

0-

o0)
.E

a) X.

o
en C

- = = : J LB
> > > >

Missing leads

Figure 5 Relative errors E21M of QT dispersion caused by omission of different pairs of
leadsfrom complete 12 lead electrocardiograms. (A) formula (A) and (B) formula (C).
Note thatforformula (A), all the relative errors are negative and thefigure shows their
mean values on a negative axis. Formula (C) produces both positive and negative relative
errors and, for simplicity, the figure shows the absolute values of their mean values.

the omission of leads II and V6 led to a mean
relative error of - 0-3%, but the omission of
leads aVL and Vi produced a mean relative
error of - 32-7%.

Discussion
INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
The findings of this study show that there are
important differences between different
methods of assessment for QT dispersion
with respect to compensating for missing val-
ues of QT intervals in individual electrocar-
diographic leads. The standard max- min
formula (A) performs poorly in this respect
but can be adjusted with the factor l/V/n (n =
number of measured leads). In a population
of healthy people such an adjustment
removes the systematic bias introduced by
missing leads of the 12 lead electrocardio-
gram and significantly reduces the mean rela-
tive errors due to the omission of some leads.
The reasons for the success of this adjustment
factor are probably statistical rather than
physiological. In other words, our data sug-
gested that the durations of QT interval in
individual leads of the normal 12 lead electro-
cardiogram have such a statistical distribution
that the max-min (a) formula when applied
to an incomplete set of leads satisfies, on
average, a parabolic regression model of the
number of analysed leads.

Both the unadjusted and adjusted
max'- min' formula that might have been
expected to be more stable because of omit-
ting the potentially misleading extremes in
the durations of QT interval were signifi-
cantly worse than other approaches used in
the study.
The adjustment factor lIVn that was

found appropriate for the max -min formula
is not applicable to other methods. The SD
formula, which was in some aspects better
than the adjusted (a) formula, may also need
some adjustment because it produced a sys-
tematic bias towards lower values when
applied to a smaller number of leads. The
adjustment factor l/IV/n was, however, too
strong and produced much larger bias
towards higher values ofQT dispersion.

With respect to the independence of the
number of analysed leads, the unadjusted SD
was the optimum method for the analysis of
12 lead electrocardiograms, and the weighted
SD (D) the optimum for the analysis of six
lead chest electrocardiograms.

Despite the ability of some methods to pro-
duce minimum averaged bias when dealing
with incomplete sets of electrocardiographic
leads, the study also showed that the coeffi-
cients of variance of such incomplete mea-
surements are surprisingly large. When
omitting different single leads of the 12 lead
electrocardiogram the SD of the results of the
QT dispersion, independent of the formula
used, is almost three times larger than the
mean of all measurements. This means that
the results of all investigated formulas when
applied to different subsets with only one lead
missing vary substantially. With more leads
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missing, these Variations become increasingly
large.
The large coefficients of variance found

from incomplete measurements were con-
firmed by the calculation of relative errors
specific to individual electrocardiographic
leads and to particular pairs of individual
leads. Substantial differences between these
relative errors were noted (differing by >2
orders of magnitude). This shows that
although some formulas for QT dispersion
can on average be adjusted for the number of
measured leads, any adjustment based solely
on the number of measured leads will not be
successful in individual examples with miss-
ing leads.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
The main limitation of our study is the popu-
lation that was investigated. The differences
between QT intervals of different leads of the
normnal 12 lead electrocardiogram are small.
This enhances the relative errors and coeffi-
cients of variance. It is possible that even the
very large coefficients of variance found in
this set of data will not be an obstacle to the
distinction between normal and abnormally
high values of QT dispersion. It is also possi-
ble that in patients with increased QT disper-
sion, the coefficients of variance and relative
errors of QT dispersion assessed from incom-
plete sets of electrocardiographic leads will be
different from those found in this study.
Nevertheless, the results of this study do not
favour the possibility of assessing QT disper-
sion from incomplete sets of data and such
assessments might be plausible in cardiac
patients only if the distribution of their dura-
tions of QT interval in 12 lead electrocardio-
grams is substantially and intrinsically
different from that in normal people.

Also, the study did not investigate other
formulas that might be used to express the
differences between durations of QT interval
of individual leads. Although other formulas
are theoretically possible-for example skew-
ness of the distribution of QT interval dura-
tions-they either would not correspond to
the concept of QT dispersion as a measure of
inhomogeneity in repolarisation, or would be
very close to the formulas used in this study.
Thus the selection of the methods in this
study was representative.

Finally the investigation of the effects of
omitting different individual leads from com-
plete electrocardiograms did not consider the
standard configuration of individual leads. It
is known that in a normal electrocardiogram,
the T wave is more likely to have a negligible
voltage in some leads than in others. Practical
performance of an adjustment formula should

therefore be judged with respect to the like-
lihood of individual leads not being measur-
able rather than to the combinations of all
incomplete electrocardiograms.

PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS
The large values of the coefficients of vari-
ance and large differences between relative
errors due to the omission of individual leads
that were found in this study suggest that in
normal people, the concept of adjusting QT
dispersion for different numbers of electro-
cardiographic leads used in its assessment is
at least very difficult if not impossible to fulfil.
This study did not answer the question of
whether this adjustment can be achieved in
recordings from cardiac patients but the find-
ings of the study throw serious doubts on
such a possibility.
Thus clinical investigations that use QT

dispersion assessed from different sets of
electrocardiographic leads in different
patients might be polluted by considerable
measurement errors. The assessment of QT
dispersion from different sets of electro-
cardiographic leads in different patients and
controls seems likely to lead to mutually
incomparable data.

It seems that it would be more appropriate
to assess QT dispersion from some standard-
ised sets of electrocardiographic leads. These
do not necessarily need to be the complete 12
lead electrocardiograms or six lead precordial
electrocardiograms. Some other combina-
tions require further investigations-for
example, the orthogonal X, Y, and Z leads-
or the quasiorthogonal V2, I, and aVF leads,
etc.
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edged with many thanks.
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